
CHUKWUEBUKA ODIAH 

Software Developer 

(+234)8074879861 | ebukagrizz@gmail.com 

Twitter.com/ebuka_odiah | Github.com/Iam-Ebuka | Linkedin.com/in/chukwuebuka-odiah-b002191b5 

 

SKILLS  Programming: JAVASCRIPT, SASS, CSS, TYPESCRIPT  Database: mySQL (learning) 

 Frameworks: React.js, Bootstrap, Redux, D3.js,  Tools/Other: Linux (ubuntu cli) 

           Next.js, Tailwind 

 

SELECT WEB DEV PROJECTS 

Random-Quote-Machine Built for giving random motivational quotes from prominent people in the society. 

JavaScript, HTML, Bootstrap 

Markdown-Previewer This app has an editor and previewer feature. The user can type GitHub flavored markdown 

into the editor, and the text will be rendered as HTML in the preview section. React.js, CSS, Marked parser 

Drum-Machine Music machine that produces different sounds when button is clicked or associated key is pressed. 

React.js, CSS, JavaScript 

Video-Recording-Chrome-Extension This is a chrome extension that helps users to record their computer’s screen. 

They can then share the link to the recording to whomever they want to. React.js, vanilla JavaScript 

MentorMe In this project, I collaborated with about 15 others. It is a platform where experienced people in several 

industries can sign up as a mentor. People who want to learn as well can sign up as a mentee. This platform 

bridges the gap for people who need mentors and people who are looking for serious minded individuals to spend 

their time and resources on. Next.js, TypeScript, Tailwind CSS. 

 

RECENT WORK EXPERIENCE 

Web Development Consultant, CTRIM organization (2021) 

• Provided WordPress development utilizing HTML and CSS 

• Successfully migrated a database from the old website to the new website with ZERO broken links 

• Re-designed and developed clients web app with improved SEO. This resulted in: 

o Upscaling the client’s website on google search engine. 

o Having a modern looking user interface. 

o Increase in websites activity by 90% because YouTube was integrated for showing the clients 

latest updates. 

Tech Lead, Piinoc foods (2022) 

• Led all technical aspects of the development of the website using WordPress 

• Customized platform’s theme using HTML and CSS, to better reflect the information presented 

 

mailto:ebukagrizz@gmail.com


HNG Internship  finalist, (2023) 

I demonstrated my web development skills by successfully meeting real-world task requirements, which led to my 

promotion from the first stage to higher stages during the internship program. 

 

EDUCATION 

Free Code Camp 
Frontend Development (HTML, CSS, JAVASCRIPT, JQUERY, SASS, BOOTSTRAP, REACT, REDUX, DATA 
VISUALISATION) 
 

Lagos State Polytechnic (LASPOTECH) now Lagos State University of Science and Technology (LASUTECH)  
OND Computer Science 


